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Matthew Heimbach, the former student leader of
the now-defunct chapter of Youth for Western
Civilization (YWC) at Towson University in Maryland, wants to establish a white student union at
the school.
In a September 2 letter to Towson’s campus
newspaper, The Towerlight, at the start of the
school year, Heimbach claimed that “a White Student Union would represent the unique cultural
heritage, folk customs and strong Christian traditions that define white civilization.”
At the end of his letter, Heimbach claimed that the
identity of white “folk” has been “trampled and
attacked for generations” and that it was time for
white students to “stand up for our rights.”

Matthew Heimbach

He then focused on two issues that have become ardent causes for the white supremacist
movement in the United States: alleged genocide against whites in South Africa, and alleged
anti-white assaults and discrimination in the United States.
Heimbach ended his letter with a paraphrase of the “14 words,” the rallying cry of white
supremacists worldwide: “We must secure the existence of our people and a future for white
children.” Instead, Heimbach, wrote another 14-word phrase, “We must protect the security of
Europeans and a future for the next generation.”
Heimbach has become more openly white supremacist in his views since YWC was disbanded
at Towson in March 2012. At that time, YWC received negative media publicity when members
of the group chalked “white pride” around the campus. Soon afterwards, the group’s student
advisor resigned and YWC lost its standing as an official student organization.
In July 2012, Heimbach attended the national conference of the white supremacist Council of
Conservative Citizens. A year earlier, Heimbach also attended a conference of the League of
the South, a neo-Confederate group that wants to preserve the South’s “Anglo-Celtic culture.”
In many ways, Heimbach was the model YWC member. He founded the YWC chapter at Towson in September 2011 and couched his language in non-racial terms to gain acceptance from
fellow students. This was a strategy promoted by the national YWC when it began organizing
student chapters at various universities.
YWC has been relatively inactive as a national organization since its founder Kevin DeAnna
stepped down as president of the group in February 2012.
Tags: 14 words, ADL, anti-defamation league, council of conservative citizens, league of the
south, matthew heimbach, towson university, white supremacist, youth for western civilization
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Matthew is doing great things. He exposes the hypocrisy of the system. Only Whites are not allowed to organize and promote their own interests. Also, ADL, the genocide against White South Africans is not alleged —
it’s real. It’s every bit as real as the anti-White violence that is now common in the USA.
JamesFreebeck
All identifiable groups have a right to a group defense. Yet these anti-whites seek to deny only white people a
group defense. What they are doing is genocide, according to international law.
Ernst
So alleged “denying a right” is now genocide, huh?
Please post a reference to this international law.
JamesFreebeck
Ernst says:
“So alleged “denying a right” is now genocide, huh?”
So you admit you are denying white people our human rights.
Anti-racist is a code word for anti-white.
Rajjar
No but deliberately changing a culture is genocide according to UN Resolution 260.
Jared
“Alleged” genocide of Whites in South Africa? Seriously?
http://www.genocidewatch.org/southafrica.html
But I guess the above site is probably owned by a bunch of “White supremacists”, right?
People who say Towson University should not allow a White Student Union
are simply discriminating against Whites and pushing an obvious double
standard. Discrimination against non-Whites is “racism”, but
discrimination against Whites is justice. They’ll say they are
anti-racist, but what they really are is anti-White. Anti-racist is
just a code word for anti-White.
http://pulse.yahoo.com/_6LPSARPXSLZWTLRRKW3QPUGESQ Count Yob
For some strange reason organized Jewry, established to look out for Jewish interests, doesn’t want white
non-Jews to form their own interest groups.
http://profile.yahoo.com/HYKF6JWLBSWMZWYEOVP5EH355M Stangonagali
ALLELUIA. I hope to be able to support this young man in his efforts!
sonofliberty
I’m not sure how this guy is any different than an Asian group, black union, black caucus, Indian American
group etc America is so diverse that each interest group has a need and right to self determination. White people are people too. White people too have human rights. White people too are discriminated against. To live in
an endless recycling of what happened in the past with people long dead does not represent the facts on the
ground today: America is veyr diverse and ALL people deserve civil and human rights. The right to organize
and promote their self interest even if it is Christian European. Who are the discriminatory bigots now?
The Whole Towson Campus
As a Towson student, I am ashamed that Heimbach exists at all let alone is trying to start a xenophobic group
on my campus.
Janan Chelagen

Then you must consider Black Student Union groups to be “xenophobic” too, right?
JamesFreebeck
A black student union is not “xenophobic”, because anti-racist is a code word for anti-white.
http://profile.yahoo.com/TICELC2UD2I75DMKTNVXZBS4LQ Roger
Where in the article is that stated TWTC?
Ernst
Very well put!
WardKendall
As a Towson student, you certainly owe it to your fellow academics to fully explore the growing resistance to
multiculturalism, both on your campus and in society at large.
As the best-selling underground author of two novels adamantly opposed to egalitarianism and racial equality
— “Hold Back This Day” and “The Towers of Eden”, both you, your fellow students, and your university professors should immediately acquire the very kinds of books Heimbach and others like him are reading, so as to
better understand their collective mindset. You might even send copies of them to such organizations as the
ADL, so that they too can alert their supporters about them.
Copies of both these powerful, thought-provoking novels can be ordered via amazon.com, and be in your
hands in mere days. Best wishes, Ward Kendall — author — “Hold Back This Day” & “The Towers of Eden”
VikingManx
I could show you things 5X more “offensive” than this in just about every department in any Liberal Arts college
in the country. Hell, my years as a PolySci major were one white-hating class after another. In fact, they should
change the name of all pubicly funded colleges from “Liberal Arts” to “White Man is Evil”. Nobody is listening to
baby-boomers ridden with guilt over their own skin color. You know, it is completely possible to be racist
against your own race. Thats the past, the 60s are over. Welcome to the future, where everyone, and every race
is given equal treatment and is allowed to celebrate their unique contributions to humankind…including
whites.
JamesFreebeck
“explore the growing resistance to multiculturalism”
Massive immigration and forced integration is demanded of all white countries and only white countries.
According to UN Law this is genocide.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Genocide
“Generally speaking, genocide does not necessarily mean the immediate
destruction of a nation, except when accomplished by mass killings of
all members of a nation. It is intended rather to signify a coordinated
plan of different actions aiming at the destruction of essential
foundations of the life of national groups, with the aim of annihilating
the groups themselves. The objectives of such a plan would be the
disintegration of the political and social institutions, of culture,
language, national feelings, religion, and the economic existence of
national groups, and the destruction of the personal security, liberty,
health, dignity, and even the lives of the individuals belonging to such
groups.[13]”
Ernst
1. Being “white” doesn’t make you a “people” or a “nation”.
2. “Massive” immigration is nowhere a subject in UN law
3. You live in a nation of immigrants
4. 72.4% of all Americans are white. Duh, where is your damn problem?! Feeling lonely?

RobertOculusIII
How dare you try to “disappear” the White race by denying we exist. We do exist, and we do not need your permission to exist,
Your anti-White genocide-of-the-word and your hatred of White people are bigoted and repugnant. What other
races are you going to attempt to define out of existence?
Shame on you, and may God forgive your hateful, racist heart.
Ernst
Please explain to me how I try to “disappear the white race”?
Please explain to me how I am anti-White, or genocidal!
Captain Vargr
Simple, you don’t even admit it exists and you agree passively with those that are hell-bent on making away
with white people.
Your rabid opposition to a White Student Council is proof of it. You do not wish white people to even think of
themselves as white. You would like the very concept to be washed away from white people’s mind.
You are not anti-white or pro-white-genocide. You are *rabidly* anti-white and pro-white genocide.
Ernst
The great thing is that you do nothing less here than outing yourself to be a White Supremacist.
Right on, be brave, have some balls! Come out of the closet!
JamesFreebeck
In your opinion he is a “white supremacist”. You are just calling him that because he is white.
Anti-racist is a code word for anti-white.
JamesFreebeck
If I went around telling black people they don’t exist, and by extension have no human rights, I would be quite
obviously anti-black.
Yet we have to sit here and listen to you saying those things about our race, the white race.
You are an anti-white terrorist, Ernst.
Anti-racist is a code word for anti-white.
Captain Vargr
1. If being “white” doesn’t make us a Volk or a Nation then neither does being black, brown, asian, islamic or
jewish. So I demand these all those fraudulent self-interest groups be stricken from their right to form academic self-interest associations the same way the equally “false” white people have.
2. Maybe not, but the empirically and objectively demonstrable genocidal effect mass immigration has on
native populations IS very much so a part of UN law. Not that I give a rat’s tail about what the UN thinks anyway;
just wanted to point out the fallacy in what you wrote.
3. Really? The majority of Americans living in America today where born somewhere else? “Nation of Immigrants” is just another cultural-marxist oxymoron that has long been used by those who lack proper arguments. Better luck next time.
4. That number is meaningless because you arbitrarily chose a random, limited geographical area to associate number to. The fact is white people are less 10% than of humanity’s number. Their population is ageing
and decreasing even while brown, black ans asian people reproduce with abandon. So who is the real minority here?

But I can play number games too, using your own flawed arguments. Detroit is some 90% black. Obviously
you agree the white minority there should receive special treatment, privileges, perks, affirmative action quotas
and wealth transfers from the black majority, right? That population disparity is certainly proof positive that the
white minority is being oppressed by the black minority, right?
JamesFreebeck
Telling an identifiable national group, they don’t exist or have rights, is incitement and that is a crime according
to UN Law.
You are justifying genocide against my people when you do that.
Only someone that really hates white people would do that. Why do you hate white people so much Ernst?
Why?
Ernst
I do not hate white people. Nor any other ethnic, religious or national group.
I do loathe White Supremacists like you though, who are incapable of keeping a civilized discussion without
calling someone terrorist for having a different opinion.
Captain Vargr
You call people with different opinions “White Supremacists” and “Racists” and then complain if someone
calls you a “Terrorist”?
Good Lord, this level of hypocrisy is enough to make one retch.
Tell me Ernst, are you familiar with the Jewish word “Chutzpah”? Take a look in the mirror.
JamesFreebeck
You demand a future without white people in it. Seeking an identifiable group’s genocide, is the very definition
of hardcore racism.
Anti-racist is a code word for anti-white,
JamesFreebeck
1. You say white people do not exist.
2. You say using demographic warfare against whites is not genocide.
No where in the UN Genocide Laws, does it allow demographic warfare against identifiable national groups.
3. Anti-whites say, that about all white countries and only white countries.
4. What is the minimum % of whites Ernst? Is there a floor? Name it now.
http://www.facebook.com/people/Fen-Gregersen/100001654988276 Fen Gregersen
You might think you represent the entire campus, but you don’t. You represent an ever lessening group of
white apologists who have been force fed the lie that they must have a knee jerk reaction every time white
advocacy is mentioned. Your group is getting smaller. Our group of proud, confident white people is growing!
Captain Vargr
Indeed. They are getting ever more desperate now that their “RACIST!” shrill cries are being brushed off by
proud whites who unashamedly promote their interests, heritage and culture. The sweet smell of their fear is
a balsam to us.
Ernst
Big shout out for standing and speaking up!
http://profiles.yahoo.com/u/HMWZ2BOVLZVWF4A45YHMVZ6LFA Irene

Anyone who tries to prevent them from having the same rights as non-white students should be investigated
for civil rights violations, except that Eric Holder, who seems to hate white people, heads the DOJ.
Mighty
So … there can be an Asian student union, black, Jewish ect … but no White student union??? Huh???
Captain Vargr
It is not a complex matter. Once you realize that you are talking about the opinions of people who are AntiWhite, it makes quite a lot of sense.
You can’t expect Anti-Whites to support White people, can you?
http://www.facebook.com/people/Fen-Gregersen/100001654988276 Fen Gregersen
Right on! I commend and support your efforts, Matthew. It’s time for white people to find and take our rightful
seat at the table. Enough apologizing and groveling. Stand tall, white people. You have earned it!
JamesFreebeck
If someone says, blacks can have a student union and whites can’t, they are anti-white.
If someone says, asians can have a student union and whites can’t, they are anti-white.
They say they are anti-racist, what they really are is anti-white.
Anti-racist is a code word for anti-white.
Ernst
I am white, and anti-racist.
Certainly NOT a code-word.
Captain Vargr
Certainly YES a code-word.
You are white and take on the air and attitude of being anti-racist, but what you *really* are is anti-white.
No one is saying white persons cannot be anti-white. If fact, many, many white persons are anti-white
because they have been indoctrinated to be such from a very young age.
Ernst
So not indoctrinated. I was neither born nor raised in this country. And this is an non-issue where I came from.
I am white. Not anti-white. I am anti-racist. Because I DO detest racism, no matter if it is your queer ugly White
Supremacist ideology or hate from the New Black Phanter Party.
JamesFreebeck
You are a white anti-white terrorist. You seek to terrorize whites, that want to discuss what is good for whites.
Your deliberate racial targeting of white people, is going to end here and now, Ernst.
Ernst
And now you will be replying on all my post that I would be a terrorist, because I don’t agree with your racist
world view. Really?
“White Pride” Is a code word for “White Supremacists”.
JamesFreebeck
As an anti-white, you deliberately seek out and terrorize ONLY white people, that want to discuss what is good
for white people.

So you are an anti-white terrorist.
Any questions?
Ernst
Do you feel terrorized by my opinion? Maybe you should swallow your white pride and get over it.
JamesFreebeck
Meanwhile, no one is flooding Africa with Non Africans and telling them… “Maybe you should swallow your
black pride and get over it. ” …we are going to create a blended humanity in ONLY Africa.
No one is flooding Asia with non-Asians and telling them… “Maybe you should swallow your asian pride and
get over it. ” …we are going to create a blended humanity in ONLY Asia.
Only white countries are doing this, only anti-whites like you are pushing it. You want White Genocide.
Ernst
Lol. As much I try to keep serious tone here, I gotta make a break and say: You are HILARIOUS! :)
Just saying..
JamesFreebeck
When white people raise the subject of their own genocide, anti-whites laugh. They do not laugh at non-whites
if they raise this issue.
Anti-racist is a code word for anti-white.
Any questions?
Captain Vargr
Awesomely put James. Let Ernst laugh all his way into minority status and extinction. We will still be here
standing up for our group interests.
Captain Vargr
“White Supremacist” is a code word for “Shut up Whitey!” used by cultural marxists (of any race) that are loosing
arguments with white people.
Starets
Yes, all these terror words that the anti-whites use, such as “racist”, “facist”, “n@zi”, are used to stifle free
speech when it doesn’t follow the script approved by the anti-whites.
Captain Vargr
Neither was I born, or live, in America. And I did not say the indoctrination was exclusive to the US, it affects
most of the Western “Liberal Democracies”.
Just because this is “non-issue” where you come from it does not mean it is not a very serious one somewhere else. Stop gazing at your own navel for a moment, will you?.
The fact you are white is irrelevant. Like we explained whites can be, are many indeed are, anti-white.
You say you detest racism. *Only* white people can be racist and *only* non-whites can be victims of racism.
Therefore you are pretty much Anti-White and pro-everyone else.
You say you are anti-racist but what you really are is anti-white…even if you are too much of a fool to realize it.
Ernst
Have you deliberately missed my emphasis on “hate from the New Black Phanter Party” or did you just not
read my comment well enough?

Captain Vargr
I am not concerned about your attitude towards blacks and their organizations. I am only concerned abut your
attitude *against* white people pursuing their interests, to the point of being opposed to White Student Unions.
JamesFreebeck
Ernst,
You are a white anti-white, terrorist.
And being white, does not give you the right to terrorize whites, that want to meet and discuss what is good for
whites. You are bumping up against the civil rights laws, when you target and harass an identifiable national
group that way.
Anti-racist is a code word for anti-white.
Ernst
Oh yes, of course, I am expressing my opinion, and now I am a terrorists. Really?!
“White Pride” Is a code word for “White Supremacists”.
JamesFreebeck
If you say white people do not exist and by extension have no human rights, you are an anti-white terrorist.
If you target and harass white people, that want to discuss what is good for white people, you are an anti-white
terrorist.
If you seek to deny white people a group defense, when this is a basic human right, granted to all identifiable
groups, you are an anti-white terrorist.
Any questions?
Ernst
Yes, many questions: My first one would be — Where did you find this FANTASTIC definition of the word
terrorism?
White Supremacism for Dummies?
JamesFreebeck
You racially target white people and you terrorize them.
So you are an anti-white terrorist.
Any questions?
Ernst
Where have “I” terrorized anyone?
Did I hurt your feelings? Does that “terrorize” you?
JamesFreebeck
The anti-white mocks any white person, that says they feel intimidated by anti-white terrorism.
Anti-racist is a code word for anti-white.
Any questions?
Pet
Are you SERIOUS?! A terrorist?! Don’t you have any dignity?!
Captain Vargr

Hey, Ernst was one using anti-white racial epithets such as “White Supremacist”, “Racist” and “Nazi”. And now
you get your knickers in a tizzy because someone insulted him back?
Oh wait, *you* also use anti-white racial epithets. My mistake.
Captain Vargr
Does that mean “Chicano Pride” is a code word for “Chicano Supremacists”, and “Black Pride” a code word
for “Black Supremacists”? If yes, than what is your beef with “White Pride” in particular? if no, then how is it the
racial pride of whites doesn’t get a free pass like everyone else? Please explain.
Careful with your answer Ernst, your Anti-White tendencies might become too obvious.
Rajjar
Using violence to silence the voices of Whites is terrorism.
Mark
The Whittaker/Horus “mantra” that you repeat doesn’t work, because the ADL opposes all forms of racism,
including racism like the anti-white racism of the New Black Panther Party.
WrathofWotan
Good for him, if I were a student there I would sign up.
RobertOculusIII
Kudos to Mr. Heimbach. His determination and courage are an example to us all. May his efforts and the
efforts of other pioneers continue to spread knowledge of the Three Truths:
1. White people exist
2. White people have the right to exist
3. White people have the right to exist as White people.
http://twitter.com/mindweapon mindweaponsinragnaro
Omigod that’s so racist! The ADL has a loving agenda of making the white race go quietly extinct, because
every white baby is a potential Hitler.
Kusumek
Every white baby is not Hitler. Hitler was a coward who killed himself cause he knew he will face his crimes
VikingManx
Its funny that “white pride” scrawled in chalk on sidewalks can cause such an uproar, whereas “brown pride”
or “black power” would probably be featured in the school newspaper as a beautiful example of minorities celebrating their cultures. If it is good for the goose, it is good for the gander. Bravo, Matt.
JamesFreebeck
Yeah it is a glaring contradiction. The people that play those kinds of games, really are just anti-white.
Captain Vargr
Yup,
if white folks dare doing anything to promote their interests and culture the usual suspects all start making a
big anti-racist hullabaloo, but as we all know what they are only doing it because they are anti-white.
Ernst
Come on, let’s be honest about this. “White Pride” is nothing else than a code word for you being White
Supremacists. Why hide in the closet? If you are — say so! Have some balls at leasts!

JamesFreebeck
No one says blacks are “evil” for having Pride and should not be allowed to speak.
No one says asians are evil for having Pride and should not be allowed to speak.
No one says Mexicans are evil for having Pride and should not be allowed to speak.
They only say these things about white people;
Anti-racist is a code word for anti-white.
Pet
Funny how white supremacists tell others what ethnic group they must belong to and feel pride for.
Captain Vargr
Funny, I don’t think James was saying other ethnic groups must or musn’t do X, Y or Z. He was just talking
about different attitudes towards the same exact attitude by different racial groups.
But I think you perfectly understood that and where just being facetious for the sake of being facetious, weren’t
you?
Oh and by the way, “White Supremacist” is just a code word for “Shut up Whitey!”
Those Anti-White racial epithets don’t work anymore Pet, but good try.
Captain Vargr
I have balls Ernst. Two of them and in working conditions. Thank you for asking. I don’t know about all this
“White Pride” thing because I don’t feel proud in accidents of birth I did nothing to achieve. What I have is “Happiness to be White” and lots of it. You appear to only have shame for being white…sad.
“Anti-Racist” is just a code word for “Anti-White”.
“White Supremacist” is just a code word for “Shut up Whitey!”
http://cofcc.org/ Kyle Rogers
So every group can their own student union except for white people. The ADL is super racist! I noticed the ADL
didn’t condemn the Jewish Palm Beach Democrat Party boss who went on the anti-Christian tirade at
the DNC.
Captain Vargr
The ADL is not racist. The ADL cannot be racist even if it wanted to. The ADL is a jewish organization. *Only*
white people can be racists and *only* non-whites can be victims of racism.
Use the proper terms, what the ADL truly *is*, is anti-white. They pretend to have an anti-racist platform but
what they really defend is an anti-white platform.
Remeber, Anti-White, *not* Racist. There is a difference.
Bo_Sears
The term “white supremacist” in the context of the essay itself is defamatory unless and until Matthew Heimbach (whom we do not know at Resisting Defamation) actually announces some kind of supremacist inclination. Defamation and name-calling are simply tools used to reinforce the anti-white narrative. Mr. Heimbach
seems to be claiming equal status with other demographic affinity groups, not any kind of dominating status.
Perhaps ADL might wish to provide some evidence supporting its labels in the future…name-calling is not as
scary as it was once.
Brute
people wil start seeing trough the lies, and history wil be revised soon…
So funny how they try to destroy what they want to become…

chosen ppl my ass
http://www.facebook.com/ethan.smith.54922 Ethan Smith
The ADL is a anti humanist organization that propels racism into the future. You people want to deny the existence, history, and culture of the white race and push identification of skin as a status of class into humanity’s
future. More people like Matthew will rise up to uphold the European Christian history and heritage. Don’t forget that this country was developed by white Christian minds that were raised in the core European foundation
that has stood the test of time hundreds of years if not thousands and is a standard for all prosperous societies today.
withpower
Jews are evil, evil people.
http://profile.yahoo.com/AKAY5CJ6NMQVMUPJCGUWJKSLQQ Peppermint
that’s uncalled for. I’m also mad at the ADL for this article, but they don’t speak for all Jews. There are plenty of
white anti-white organizations
http://profile.yahoo.com/TICELC2UD2I75DMKTNVXZBS4LQ Roger
Now just lets replace the word supremacist with advocate. Lets go ADL make that change please. He’s an
advocate. Stop playing your silly little word games. Oh and also remove the word alleged concerning the South
African genocide issue. It is a reality.
Ernst
How about “advocate for white racism”? Because that’s what it is.
JamesFreebeck
In your opinion, advocating for whites is “racism”. You are just saying that because you hate whites. Anti-racist
is a code word for anti-white.
Ernst
Let’s talk about code words: “White Pride” Is a code word for “White Supremacists”.
JamesFreebeck
In your opinion “White Pride” Is a code word for “White Supremacists”.
You are just saying that, because you are anti-white.
Anti-racist is a code word for anti-white.
Captain Vargr
Yes, by all means let us talk about code words: “White Supremacists” is just a code word for “Shut up Whitey!”
You should find better methods to demonize whites that that old, old cultural marxist routine:
Step 1 — Accuse your white opponent in debate of “Racism”, “White Supremacy”, etc. Thus shutting him or her
up into submission.
Step 2 — Claim Victory.
Ernst
Actually, “White Supremacist” is a code word for “Nazi”.
I think we should be honest enough to call it for what it is.
Captain Vargr
Wow, “Racist”, White Supremacist”, “Nazi”…

The stream of Anti-White epithets and just keeps growing and growing, doesn’t it?
http://twitter.com/mindweapon mindweaponsinragnaro
Yes, the grandkids of the people who fought the Germans in World War II are now called “Nazis” for wanting to
identify as white. The white men who fought in WWII were pro-white.
Such chuzpathological ingratitude!
withpower
I hope everyone is beginning to understand that fighting Hitler in World War II was a grave, grave mistake.
Believing that crypto-Jew Franklin Rosenfelt and his Federal Reserve cronies were ever on our side was the
most disastrous moment in our country’s history.
The Fuhrer never wanted to go to war with America and he desperately hoped White America would understand that and refuse to participate. Unfortunately, the Jewish cabal got their false flag, stand down attack at
Pearl Harbor and here we are.
http://profile.yahoo.com/AKAY5CJ6NMQVMUPJCGUWJKSLQQ Peppermint
racist, white supremacist, nazi… you need to say hateful hateful hate, and atone for past sins, so then I’ll have
a bingo.
Ernst
“Whites” hold the majority of political, corporate, and professional positions in the U.S., the the idea that there is
oppression of whites is ridiculous.
JamesFreebeck
Ernst, you have said several times, whites do not exist and by extension, we have no human rights.
Anti-racist is a code word for anti-white.
Ernst
Really James? Have I?
I must suffer from dementia. I could not recall claiming I would not exist.
Please James, be a good boy and help me old man, point me to where I have said so, would you?
JamesFreebeck
You are saying white people do not exist and that is dehumanization and is incitement.
Dehumanization and incitement is one of the 8 stages of genocide.
You want White Genocide.
Anti-racist is a code word for anti-white.
Ernst
Thank you for repeating yourself. That wasn’t my question though.
An old man asked for your help to remind him where he’d have claimed so. Please, James, let me ask you
again — where I have I done so?
JamesFreebeck
Are you denying you have said, white people do not exist or have group rights?
Ernst
Come on, James, we are both to clever for this.
Again: point me to the comment, show me!

JamesFreebeck
Are you denying you have said, white people do not exist or have group rights?
JamesFreebeck
dd
Ernst
SO let me try a very last time, James, you have claimed “Ernst, you have said several times, whites do not exist
and by extension, we have no human rights.”
Please, James, PLEASE, do me the favor and show me where I said so “several times”. I just CAN find it.
JamesFreebeck
Anti-white, I have told you where your 1,2,3,4 point justification for White Genocide is. Whats the problem? You
think because I am white, I am a slave to do your bidding? Go fetch your own comment and bring it back here.
JamesFreebeck
Fetch your 4 point justification, for white genocide below, anti-white.
Pet
James, I read through most of your comments, and I gotta say: You are so out of line, I can’t even understand
why anyone would want to have a discussion with you.
Pet
Glad to hear some sane voices besides all these White Supremacists!
JamesFreebeck
They are “White Supremacists”, in your opinion.
You are just saying that because you are anti-white.
Anti-racist is a code word for anti-white.
Captain Vargr
“White Supremacist” is just a code word for “Shut up Whitey!”
You imply that those you do not agree with are “insane”. This is the typical cultural marxist technique of mentally pathologizing your adversaries when one has no arguments to bring into the debate.
It doesn’t work anymore Pet, but you get a kudos for trying anyway.
Pet
Cultural marxist technique of mentally pathologizing your adversaries?!
withpower
Pet, you are identified, Goldstein. Easier than shooting gefilte fish in a barrel.
JamesFreebeck
White people are the only identifiable racial group, that is consistently targeted and attacked by anti-white terrorists, if we want to discuss what is good for our people.
Anti-white terrorists demand massive immigration and forced integration, for ALL white countries and ONLY
white countries. This means in future, white people will be mixed and blended out of existence.
According to UN Law, what these anti-white terrorists are doing to white people, is deliberate racial targeting
and it is genocide.

Anti-racist is a code word for anti-white.
Pet
Forced Integration? What are you talking about? The only ones “forced” to integrate are immigrants.
What do you mean with “mixed”?
Captain Vargr
Name me one Western country where immigrants are “forced” to integrate. You mean they must abdicate their
language, religion, culture and even traditional dress and cuisine when crossing the border? because if that is
what is happening, I didn’t get the memo. What I see with my own two eyes is: special treatment, perks and
privileges, affirmative action, race/culture student unions, multi-language sings and public libraries AND flying
accusations of “racism” and “white supremacy” against any native white that dares makes the slightest critique of those sanctified beings.
“Mixed” and “Blended out of existence” means exactly that. Don’t pretend to be naive.
Pet
Integration does NOT mean to give up your cultural heritage, but it does mean to adjust, adapt, learn and contribute. And yes, all western countries have well defined rules and regulation of what is expected from someone immigrating. Language tests and history exams included, usually more rigorous as most “natives” would
be learn in High School.
Captain Vargr
Have you been to “all western countries” and checked those alleged laws, and whether they are de facto being
applied? Or are you just making affirmations without empirical evidence to back your claim?
And I guess all the illegal immigrants I saw with my own two eyes in all the Western nations I visited where
just figment of my imagination. Funny, because they seemed to form quite a numerous portion of the total
immigration I have witnessed.
Pet
So you are saying interracial marriages etc is a bad thing? Not that anyone would force you to..
Captain Vargr
If you are favor of unique racial and ethnic groups disappearing, then interracial marriage is the best thing
since sliced bread.
As for “forcing” in this matter, just as one example Black males in America seem remarkably keen in forcing
themselves on white females even when they don’t want to. Check “The Color of Crime” and Rape Statistics.
JamesFreebeck
Asian countries for asians, black countries for blacks but white children’s countries for Everybody ?
Force-mixing a ‘melting pot upon Every white country, and ONLY white countries to create a ‘blended humanity’
is nothing but an attempt to ‘mix’ and ‘blend’ white people out of existence.
It’s Genocide.
Anti-racist is a code word for anti-white.
JamesFreebeck
Out of all the countries in the world that were “randomly chosen”, to be flooded with millions of people, that are
not their race and everyone told to “mix in”, only white countries were selected
A mathematician would find it near impossible to calculate the odds this randomness would fall on only 8% of
the worlds’ population, who happen to be white.

Clearly, the “anti-racists” long term plans for humanity, do not include people with white skin
Anti-racist is a code word for anti-white.
Pet
Whites in the U.S. do not have a unified ethnic identity. Most white Americans do not self-identify as “white” as
much as they do as “American”.
Equalizing the concept of diversity with one of genocide isn’t just false and a deliberate attempt to distort well
defined terms and facts, it is just disqusting.
Captain Vargr
I am white, I define myself as white and i have a ethnic identity with members of my folk, even if they have been
brainwashed into disbelieving it. And this may come as a real shock to you but there *are* white people outside of America. You do not hold the monopoly on white self-identity, or lack of it. “Defined Terms”? Defined by
whom? A bunch of bureaucrats? Academia?
Equalizing the concept of diversity with one of genocide is *factual truth* because your cultural marxist concept
of “Diversity” really means “Absence of White People”. The less white faces and more faces of any color anywhere, the more “Diversity” you have.
Middle America and Sweden are “too white”, they need more diversity, more non-white folks moving there.
NGOs and churches promote the mass influx of Somali there.
But Japan is well over 90% Yamato and China over 90% Han and no is saying they lack “diversity” and must
be flooded with millions of newcomers from other ethnic and cultural groups.
It is White nations and ONLY white nations that lack “diversity” and are being forced, cajoled or bamboozled
into collaborating with their colonization by millions of non-white outsiders. That is colonization, that is genocide against the native white population.
Pet
To counter this ridiculous “If White Pride is racist, then Black Pride is racist too!” canard:
It is not. “White Pride” was deliberately picked as a term by White Supremacists to disguise and justify their
ideology of racism and hatred.
The “Black Pride” movement arose to rebut the widespread assumptions that black people were inherently
worse than white people. But it did never strive to say that black people were superior to white people, but
instead to help the oppressed black people of the United States take pride in themselves.
This was necessary because the oppressive systems of slavery and segregation both included means of
making black people internalize the logic of oppression.
White people – are not oppressed. Never were, never will be. Don’t bullshit yourself. They have been for long
the economic and political powerful in this and many other countries, as well as they are on an international
political and economic level.
“White Pride” is not a comparable term to “Black Pride”.
Instead, White Pride is something specifically crafted by White Supremacists to justify recreating that system
of oppression, based on their ideology of racial superiority.
withpower
Go to hell, Schlomo.
WrathofWotan
Tick-tock, tick-tock. It’s coming…
JamesFreebeck

Isn’t that what Tim Wise said to white people?
JamesFreebeck
So you are saying you are anti-white?
Anti-racist is a code word for anti-white.
JW
ADL is anti-white…alleged violence against whites? Did you phonies see the story to the left about King Samir
Shabazz?
JamesFreebeck
The ADL seek out white people that want to discuss what is good for white people and incite against
them/terrorize them.
The ADL are anti-white terrorists.
James
Matthew Heimbach just tweeted that he is inviting white supremacist Jared Taylor to speak at Towson University in October:
http://twitter.com/MatthewHeimbach
JamesFreebeck
In YOUR opinion he is a white supremacist. You are just saying that because he is white. Anti-racist is a code
word for anti-white.
JamesFreebeck
“Generally speaking, genocide does not necessarily mean the immediate destruction of a nation, except when
accomplished by mass killings of all members of a nation. It is intended rather to signify a coordinated plan of
different actions aiming at the destruction of essential foundations of the life of national groups, with the aim of
annihilating the groups themselves. The objectives of such a plan would be the disintegration of the political
and social institutions, of culture, language, national feelings, religion, and the economic existence of national
groups, and the destruction of the personal security, liberty, health, dignity, and even the lives of the individuals
belonging to such groups.[13]”
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Genocide
JamesFreebeck
ASIA FOR THE ASIANS, AFRICA FOR THE AFRICANS, WHITE COUNTRIES FOR EVERYBODY!
Everybody says there is this RACE problem. Everybody says this RACE
problem will be solved when the third world pours into EVERY white
country and ONLY into white countries.
The Netherlands and Belgium are just as crowded as Japan or Taiwan,
but nobody says Japan or Taiwan will solve this RACE problem by bringing
in millions of third worlders and quote assimilating unquote with them.
Everybody says the final solution to this RACE problem is for EVERY
white country and ONLY white countries to “assimilate,” i.e.,
intermarry, with all those non-whites.
What if I said there was this RACE problem and this RACE problem
would be solved only if hundreds of millions of non-blacks were brought
into EVERY black country and ONLY into black countries?
How long would it take anyone to realize I’m not talking about a RACE
problem. I am talking about the final solution to the BLACK problem?

And how long would it take any sane black man to notice this and what kind of psycho black man wouldn’t
object to this?
But if I tell that obvious truth about the ongoing program of
genocide against my race, the white race, Liberals and respectable
conservatives agree that I am a naziwhowantstokillsixmillionjews.
They say they are anti-racist. What they are is anti-white.
Anti-racist is a code word for anti-white.
http://www.facebook.com/nil.desperandum.71 Nil Desperandum
http://faithandheritage.com/2012/09/matthew-heimbach-slandered-by-the-adl/
xavier
White is Beautiful.
Barrack Osama
Haha, does the ADL not police these comments? They must be out of their minds. They had better delete 99%
of these comments if they want to keep up the illusion that anyone actually believes this anti-white garbage.
withpower
It was a grave, grave mistake to fight against Hitler in WWII.
Take a minute to really analyze what happened in that war. Western Capitalist Social Democracy [dominated
by Jews] collaborated with Bolshevik Communism [dominated by Jews and actively committing genocide
against White Christians to the tune of 11 million in Ukraine] to destroy National Socialist Germany and its
allies — a country that had achieved 100% employment, complete self-sufficiency in food stuffs, BEGAN
PRINTING ITS OWN DEBT FREE CURRENCY THROUGH A STATE-OWNED CENTRAL BANK [this is crucial, it
is not private like our FED RESERVE], established a direct international trading system with agreeable countries that exchanged finished goods and/or technology for crucial raw materials not available within the Reich,
set up a worker’s rights system that guaranteed about 18 days to a month’s worth of paid vacation every year
for every German worker [and even built Baltic resorts just for this purpose], lowered taxes on every class, preserved the right to own private property, installed a national nutritional guideline that was based on what was
actually best for the body not what was best for BIG AGRA’s bottom line, turned television, radio, and print
media into a state owned venture to reinforce the ideals of the nation and build up the esteem of the population, rather than as an outlet for perverted and subversive Jewish filth.
National Socialism is not particularly left wing. It is not particularly right wing. Yes, it is a Fascist system. It’s
goals for humanity are the exact opposite of Jewry’s goals for humanity. Your left wing leaders like to decry
anything they don’t agree with as “Nazism”. Your right wing leaders constantly tell you, oh no, that’s too
extreme, you’ll never win that way, do it our way — be a Kosher Kahnservative and slowly agree to everything
the New World Order wants, but feel good because there’s an R in front of the name. Well, look what’s happening in Greece. The Golden Dawn party is not moderating itself, it is not toning it down, and they continue to
grow in support, their opposition continues to lose support.
“They” are lying to you. National Socialism works. That’s why “they” fear it.
Clytemnestra
What do you call “the neighborhood mom” who feeds, clothes and is more interested in every strange child on
the block, but her OWN children are malnourished, failing in school, and are experimenting with sex and drugs
under her very nose? I don’t know about the rest of you, but I’d call this silly bitch “a bad mom.”
I am of European-Japhethite extraction. I have children for whom I want to secure a great future. They SHOULD
be my my ONLY responsibility; they SHOULD be the only things that matter to ME. Yet, if I want to focus ONLY
on that responsibility, the I must be a whiteracistnaziwhowantstokillsixmillionjews.
Contrary to the Aryan Defamation League’s underlying theme that if I am not WITH Jews, I MUST be AGAINST
Jews, I don’t consider myself either a philosemite or antisemite. I consider myself ASEMITIC. I don’t GAD
about the plight of Squabbling Semites. Let them ALL go back to the Middle East and duke it out without my

help. I don’t want to get involved in some stupid five thousand year old family feud. I also don’t GAD about
Negros, Mestizos, or Asians. They are not my people, not my business.
Just as I would NEVER place the children in my own family last in line, but always want them at the front, I
would NEVER place my race last in line. However, unlike the disingenuous Snivel Rights Activists of the Rainbow led by the ADL and their ILK, I don’t expect OTHER people to push OTHER races in line ahead of THEIR
race. If that makes me a White Supremacist, so be it, at least I’m not a disingenuous hypocrite.
I might add that ANY White “Antiracist” is a total koolaid-guzzling tool and a Useful Idiot for Anti-Whites that has
completely fallen for “the okie-dokie.” There is NO reciprocity for Whites that I can see coming out of so-called
Anti-racism. Whites and ONLY Whites must fight their own bigotry. The Asians, the Mestizos, the Negros and
the Jews themselves are ALL FREE to disdain any but their OWN people WITHOUT judgment OR comment
from the Aryan Defamation League who needs to STFU and mind its own damned business.
http://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100004040661597 Nick De Luca
The ADL has an obvious bias and seeks to smear any entity even remotely pro-white. It is just an antiquated
artifact from the old days when the KKK and Nazis existed. The white population has sub 2.1 birthrates across
most of our countries. We are being systematically out-breed by non-whites. I can take pleasure in knowing
the Jews will be eliminated before us, with the raise of radical Islam and white separatism.
John
Looks like ADL Jews made a big mistake by allowing comments on this one
Pet
They can close the comments any time they want. I think it speaks for them that they don’t shut comments
down, or shout “Terrorist” just because someone doesn’t agree with their opinion, as many of the people
posting here do.
Tommy
These comments are truly disgusting. How DARE you question the ADL? Dont forget that the holocaust was
committed by white monsters like you! Whites should never EVER be allowed to perserve their culture and
heritage. This is the only way we can prevent another shoah and protect god’s chosen people. Never forget the
16 quadrillion!
lolbot
Implying the holocaust was real
Pet
Are you denying the reality of the Holocaust?
marshviperX
I bet the ADL and various other aligned organizations secretly wish the Internet was never created, as it
exposes their lies and manufactured illusions. Too bad for them that turning the Internet off or overly restricting
it would mean violent revolt and a total loss of their power. The ADL is afraid, so very afraid.
GasmaskBob
Hispanic Student Union: Celebration of hispanic pride in their history and culture.
Black Student Union: Celebration of black pride in their history and culture.
Asian Student Union: Celebration of asian pride in their history and culture.
Jewish Student Union: Celebration of being the bestest chosen people on earth.
White Student Union: NAZIS! Klansmen! Quick, suppress them ASAP!
lolbot
One word. Loxism
withpower

Auschwitz: Why the Gas Chambers Are a Myth
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gcHni-Im1lw
withpower
Steven Spielberg’s Hoax: The Last Days of the Big Lie
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F7tHB8tD34s
http://tinyurl.com/95wmsh8/@b3hx3d 2iuzltElite
Automated High-Quality Multi-Level Link Building !
http://blog.adl.org/
p3vl3rh3nd3j
http://profiles.google.com/crockerherrick Warren Herrick
Heimbach is not a “white supremacist” and your name-calling doesn’t make him one. There are hundreds of
black, latino, asian, and muslim student unions on college campuses across the country, but God forbid
someone try to start a white student union, the response to which by ADL and mainstream media is evidence
of exactly what Mr. Heimbach is attempting to address.
Franklin Ryckaert
If the ADL condemns as “supremacist” the wish of Whites to defend their (perfectly moral) ethnic interests,
which is allowed to any other ethnic group on this planet, then the ADL should also condemn itself or any other
Jewish organization for doing the same. Justice can only be universal, never tribal.
Abraham Goldstein
You are correct Mr Ryckaert — the ADL is a racist organization — as a Jewish person, I would know.
Abraham Goldstein
Let’s just admit that everyone has racist tendencies, and move on. The SPLC is a crummy organization that
exists to get publicity for their pet political causes, and doesn’t mind destroying the white heritage of the United
States — which amounts to genocide.
http://www.facebook.com/raymond.strand Raymond Strand
Everyone might think something racist at one point but when you actively start doing racist things yeah people
should be concerned.
http://twitter.com/LynxViridis Lynx Viridis
Good initiative from Mr. Heimbach. It’s about time whites organize resistance to the anti-white policies all over
the Western world.
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